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Sung-han Kim and Hyun Ji Rim

Comprehensive Extended
Deterrence with the ROK:
Integrating Economics

The ROK-US alliance has been continuously tested by the vicissi-

tudes of the security environment. During the Cold War, the alliance was

forged in blood and fought against expanding communism on the Korean Penin-

sula and in Vietnam. After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Seoul and

Washington were left to reevaluate the core value of the alliance. North Korea’s

first nuclear crisis in the early 1990s proved reinvigorating and reminded both

countries of the need to deter North Korea’s nuclear threats. Along the way,

the alliance evolved to incorporate non-traditional elements of security

cooperation in areas like the natural environment, terrorism, and sea lines of

communication (SLOCs), among others. Against this backdrop, in 2008 ROK

President Lee Myung-bak and US President George W. Bush agreed on a new

vision for the alliance: a “comprehensive strategic alliance.” Since then, this

vision has been generally embraced by successive governments, including the

current Yoon and Biden administrations.

As North Korea advances its nuclear programs and ballistic missile capabili-

ties, however, many US experts have voiced concerns over the US role in the

region by urging Washington to “fold America’s nuclear umbrella” or “rethink

American nuclear strategy.”1 The United States provides its allies with extended

deterrence that consists of the nuclear umbrella, conventional military
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capabilities, and missile defense. US extended deterrence is thus a critical

element of these allies’ security strategies. Considering the gravity of extended

deterrence for many, anything that jeopardizes the capability or the will of US

extended deterrence can be viewed as a serious security threat for US allies,

including physical disruption of the command chain as well as psychological

damage to allies’ perception of US credibility and the US commitment to

Indo-Pacific peace and security.2

As Washington and Seoul face unprecedented geopolitical and geoeconomic

challenges, including the North Korean nuclear threat and China’s multifaceted

challenges, they are exploring how to strengthen extended deterrence and make

it workable in a volatile strategic environment. This essay first addresses how

those two allies perceived and dealt with the critical task of strengthening the

extended deterrence posture and maximizing its effect amidst new challenges

to the alliance. We then turn to an examination of whether and how the

United States is dealing with a third party—

China’s—economic coercion against its

allies. As the weaponization of economic

interdependence intensifies, protecting US

allies against economic coercion has emerged

as a new task for alliance management amid

deepening US-China strategic competition

in the Indo-Pacific era. By employing the

concept of “extended economic deterrence,”

we look at why and how extended nuclear

deterrence and extended economic deterrence

can be combined. As an outcome of this analy-

sis, we propose elevating the concept of “comprehensive extended deterrence” to

a main pillar of the ROK-US comprehensive strategic alliance and offer some

thoughts on how best to shore it up.

Two Critical Challenges and Two Critical Tasks

Its firmly established alliance network in the Indo-Pacific theater has been

Washington’s edge as Beijing has grown more assertive in pursuing “the

great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” by 2049.3 However, North

Korea’s intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) capability, which put the

US mainland within its range through the successful test of Hwasung-15 in

2017, has emerged as a strategic stumbling block to maintaining a strong alli-

ance network. Thus, the United States is reconceptualizing its military doc-

trine in the theater, the role of its allies and partners, as well as its

Protecting US
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management
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traditional deterrence strategy. This is to address concerns of alliance “decou-

pling,” both in the United States and amongst its allies. As nuclear expert

Evan Montgomery states, “theater nuclear force could enable Beijing to

drive wedges between the United States and its allies,” and this will cause

further erosion of US extended deterrence in the theater.4 In order to

prevent its allies from breaking away from the US nuclear umbrella, the

United States should consider binding itself and its allies more tightly, even

after the April 2023 Washington Declaration, especially when those allies

doubt the credibility of US extended deterrence.

The continuing credibility problem of US extended deterrence in South Korea

could complicate ROK-US policy coordination toward North Korea. The ROK-

US alliance has been building advanced missile defense systems, such as the

THAAD (Theater High Altitude Area Defense) battery, to deny North

Korean nuclear missile threats to South Korea and US Forces Korea (USFK).

In addition, the integration of advanced conventional capabilities and nuclear

weapons was highly promoted to signal unyielding retaliation and suppress Pyon-

gyang’s appetite for any provocation. Yet, it is unclear if we can say the US

nuclear umbrella is credible when South Korea does not know how US extended

nuclear deterrence will work when North Korea threatens to use nuclear weapons

against the two allies.

From the Pentagon’s Conventional-Nuclear Integration (CNI) of the 2018

Nuclear Posture Review, it is clear that the United States is operationalizing

the concept of integrated deterrence toward a strategy that allows a flexible

mix of nuclear and conventional forces aiming to achieve an allied goal at

the lowest possible level of escalation.5 The 2023 US National Defense Strat-

egy stated that “integrated deterrence means using all of the capabilities in all

warfighting domains: air, land, sea, space and cyber” and will include using

“every instrument of national power: diplomatic, economic, judicial and so

on.”6 Washington has also begun to see how non-military security threats

like economic coercion can threaten US security ties to its key allies in

the Indo-Pacific region.7

Two recent episodes highlight core challenges faced by the ROK-US

alliance. The first episode was Chinese economic coercion against the deploy-

ment of a Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) battery in South

Korea in 2016, and the second North Korea’s ICBM tests in 2017.

The first episode took place toward the end of the Park Geun-hye

administration in 2016, when China imposed economic coercive action

against South Korea due to Seoul’s and Washington’s decision to deploy a

THAAD battery in South Korea. The THAAD deployment targeted North

Korean ballistic missiles to protect USFK and ROK forces within the range of

the THAAD system. Instead of directing its retaliatory actions at those who
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triggered regional instability—i.e., North Korea—China penalized South Korea.

Despite Beijing’s clear economic coercion and pressure campaign against South

Korea, Washington failed to respond to its provocative behavior against a US

ally. The US government confirmed its pos-

ition that China’s punitive measures are

“unreasonable and inappropriate,” but that

position was not translated into specific

actions against China.8 The damage done by

China was widespread over the export,

tourism and cultural sectors, totaling up to

8.5 trillion won, 0.52 percent of Seoul’s GDP.9

Due to this lack of US engagement, Seoul’s

concerns regarding its security guarantor grew,

along with its demands for a more active

response by the United States. In South

Korea’s domestic political arena, many

argued that Washington should have “protected” Seoul against such retaliation;

this is even more the case in the current situation, as the United States considers

the evolving alliance strategically valuable in countering non-traditional threats

in the age of US-China strategic competition. A coordinated response to econ-

omic coercion in future contingencies thus emerged as a much-needed factor for

the alliance to gain long-term sustainability.10

The other episode was North Korea’s successful test of ICBMs in 2017. At the

time, the newly inaugurated Moon Jae-in administration (2017-2022) sought to

establish a cooperative partnership with Pyongyang to bring peace to the Korean

Peninsula, though this did not prevent North Korea from continuing its ballistic

missile tests. Only two weeks after President Moon took office in May 2017,

Pyongyang initiated a series of provocations with missile tests that led to success-

ful launches of the Hwasong 14 ICBM on July 4 and 28. Within four months of

these successful tests, North Korea again demonstrated that it could threaten the

US mainland by successfully testing the Hwasong 15, which has a longer range

and can carry a larger payload.

From the successful test of Hwasong 15 surfaced the “triple security dilemma”

that would put Washington, Seoul, and Tokyo in danger simultaneously: if

North Korea attacks South Korea or Japan with nuclear weapons, would Washing-

ton come to Seoul’s or Tokyo’s rescue while risking nuclear missile attacks on its

own soil? After the successful tests of ICBMs, open-source estimates of North

Korea’s nuclear arsenal suggest that Pyongyang could possess 20 to 60 nuclear war-

heads, with a probable production capacity of six warheads per year. North Korea

also introduced a new nuclear weapons law that suggests it now has an automated

Washington failed
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behavior over the
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deployment
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launch system that makes retaliatory strike possible in the event of incapacitated

leader.11

North Korea’s growing nuclear and missile arsenal and its subsequent threat to

the US mainland have complicated the existing extended deterrence calculus

and pose serious strategic challenges. Thus, the credi-

bility of US extended nuclear deterrence to provide

security partners with a reliable alternative to

nuclear self-armament has been questioned in both

Seoul and Tokyo since North Korea’s 2017

Hwasung-15 ICBM test.12

Ironically, the Moon administration did not prior-

itize nor acknowledge these new challenges. Its main

concern was to keep Seoul’s foot in the “peace game”

played by North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and US

President Donald Trump. North Korea briefly

abstained from continuing missile tests before the

2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics, hoping to

strike a deal with the Trump Administration to ease economic sanctions, but

resumed them after the Hanoi summit in February 2019 did not produce its

desired outcome. Only after President Yoon Suk-yeol took office in May 2022

did the ROK government actively begin to address these challenges.

Thus, the ROK-US alliance is facing two critical tasks. The first is to

strengthen extended nuclear deterrence to counter the heightening North

Korean nuclear threat as Pyongyang pursues diversification and sophistication

of its nuclear arsenal. The second task is for the United States to provide

South Korea with “extended economic deterrence” against China’s economic

coercion. The ROK-US alliance against the North Korean threat may at times

come in apparent conflict with Chinese strategic interests and in turn trigger

Beijing’s economic retaliation against South Korea rather than the United

States, as witnessed in 2016. Deterring China is therefore a critical new

challenge for the ROK-US alliance, particularly at a moment when the two

allies are—along with Japan—expanding their security cooperation well into

the Indo-Pacific theater.13

Since deterrence works through the altering of an adversary’s perceptions, fil-

tered through its own values and state of mind, the challenge for deterring any

external threat is getting into the mind of the adversary and influencing their

decision-making calculus.14 Thus, deterring threats such as North Korea’s

nuclear weapons and a third party’s potential economic coercion requires

finding effective deterrence tools on the part of the US and ROK. This means

that the US and ROK should reinforce and expand extended deterrence to

The credibility of
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deal with nuclear threats as well as economic coercion in a comprehensive

manner.

Reinforcing Extended Nuclear Deterrence

North Korea has been accelerating its development of ICBMs and succeeded in

making miniaturized warheads in March 2023, although Pyongyang has yet to

acquire the re-entry technology for its delivery system.15 With an eager North

Korea not shying away from broadcasting its vision of the further advancement

and sophistication of its nuclear armament, the Yoon and Biden administrations

agreed to strengthen the existing US extended deterrence mechanism, culminat-

ing in the April 2023 summit.

Extended Nuclear Deterrence Being Questioned
The goal of extended nuclear deterrence is to deter Pyongyang’s conventional

and nuclear threat with three tools: a nuclear umbrella, conventional military

capabilities, and a missile defense system. However, the recent advancement in

North Korean missile development, especially its ICBM capabilities, added a

new contingency to the existing defense planning of the ROK-US alliance: a

direct attack from Pyongyang on the US mainland.

In a recent survey by the East Asia Institute, 65.6 percent of respondents

answered that while Pyongyang’s ICBMs can reach the US mainland, Washing-

ton would not respond with nuclear weapons if Seoul comes under nuclear

attack.16 To Koreans who questioned potential US courses of action in the

case of North Korean nuclear attacks on the US, Washington offered strong

assurances that ICBMs, strategic bombers, and nuclear ballistic missile submar-

ines would immediately be deployed in response.17 In Seoul, the discussions

revolved around the redeployment of US tactical nuclear weapons in South

Korea itself, which had been removed in 1991—what experts sometimes call

“NATO-style” nuclear sharing. Others favored a different version of nuclear

sharing, sometimes known as “Korean-style.” Still others even called for the

most extreme option: South Korea’s own nuclear armament.18

NATO-style sharing would require that US tactical nuclear weapons be phys-

ically deployed in South Korea for ROK-US joint nuclear planning and oper-

ations. This is likely the option Seoul is most interested in.19 However, it

appears infeasible for Washington because US tactical nuclear weapons storage

sites from the Cold War era are outdated and building new storage facilities

would provide an identifiable location that North Korea could target.

Korean-style nuclear sharing refers to developing cooperational tactical

nuclear weapons that can be deployed in Guam, a critical node in the Indo-
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Pacific theater. As a type of variation on NATO’s Gallois plan, a Korean fighter

jet would be dispatched to Guam, load nuclear warheads, and then target North

Korea if necessary.20 However, flying from Seoul to Guam to Pyongyang takes

over six hours by air, which makes this option merely symbolic. In addition, it

would be pointless to station Korean fighter jets in Guam since US nuclear

bombers would already be available there if tactical nuclear weapons were to

be deployed.

The third option is for South Korea to develop its own nuclear weapons. As

North Korean denuclearization has become a persistent challenge, even some

in the United States argued that security and stability on the Korean Peninsula

would be better achieved with an independent South Korean nuclear arma-

ment.21 Citing the Cold War precedent of deterring nuclear war through the

nuclear balance of terror, this line of thought assesses that a nuclear war on

the Korean Peninsula could be deterred with two nuclear armed Koreas. If exe-

cuted with US consent, Seoul could avoid international sanctions against its

nuclear program and “get away with the bomb.”22 In fact, there is legal basis

for such a case. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) allows for withdra-

wal under extraordinary circumstances, such as when

the supreme interests of a member are jeopardized.23

For Washington, however, this option poses serious

challenges to its nonproliferation policy. Seoul’s

nuclear armament could also be the first in a

nuclear cascade to Japan and Taiwan in the Indo-

Pacific, as well as Saudi Arabia and Iran in the

Middle East.

It is interesting to note that whether through

pushing a proverbial red button, carrying US

bombs, or operating its own nuclear weapons, all

three options require South Korea’s direct involve-

ment in nuclear operations to varying degrees. In other words, a nuclear com-

ponent has become integral to South Korea’s efforts to deter North Korea.

Launching the Nuclear Consultative Group
Amid these evolving security challenges, the Yoon Administration decided to

place greater emphasis on both the symbolism and substance of extended deter-

rence. This policy decision was reflected in the Nuclear Consultative Group

(NCG) established in the April 2023 Washington Declaration. The Yoon and

Biden administrations created the NCG “to strengthen extended deterrence,

discuss nuclear and strategic planning, and manage the threat to the nonproli-

feration regime posed by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

In South Korea,
discussion has
revolved around
three nuclear
options to deter
North Korea
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(DPRK).”24 The NCG will further increase the reliability of the US commitment

and South Korea’s participation in joint execution and nuclear planning, enhan-

cing nuclear deterrence. The NCG is expected to deal with nuclear and strategic

planning issues, meet every quarter, and be led by assistant secretary-level defense

officials from both sides. The results of the meeting will be reported to the

respective presidents.

Extended nuclear deterrence backed by the NCG aims to render Pyongyang’s

nuclear weapons useless via strong deterrence under ROK-US strategic consul-

tation, eventually steering North Korea toward denuclearization. In this

context, the establishment of NCG successfully signaled a positive step toward

deterring North Korea for the alliance: an advancement of allied efforts in oper-

ationalizing extended deterrence strategies. The NCG has also succeeded in sig-

nificantly raising the credibility of US extended deterrence by reaffirming

Washington’s commitment and its willingness to strengthen existing deterrence

measures with Seoul.

Most importantly, it is noteworthy that a high-level standing consultative

body for discussing nuclear strategy and planning nuclear operations was estab-

lished for the first time by the ROK-US alliance. Moreover, as a standing con-

sultative body, the NCG allows prompt response to crisis and increases crisis

coordination by enabling the announcement of immediate and cohesive deter-

rence messages.25 This is very much in line with ongoing policy discussions in

Washington on rethinking US nuclear posture and declaratory policy, as well

as arms control in the Indo-Pacific theater.26

The focus areas of the NCG include intelligence sharing, nuclear command

and control coordination, joint planning, and joint operations (joint exercises).

Intelligence sharing seeks to share effective information on US nuclear and stra-

tegic assets operations against the North Korean threat. Command and control

coordination seeks to allow a swift transition from a standing consultative body

to the summit level when the allies are under nuclear attack. Joint planning

involves coordinating ROK-US joint operations with ROK conventional mili-

tary capabilities. Finally, joint exercises focus on responding to nuclear crises

via tabletop exercises, enhancing the visibility and sustainability of deployed

US strategic assets. In brief, both Seoul and Washington are set on systematically

enhancing existing extended deterrence measures and developing detailed oper-

ational plans to strengthen extended deterrence through the creation of the

NCG.

These four pillars of the NCG agenda are thus aimed at maximizing deterrence

amidst the growing possibility of North Korea’s use of nuclear weapons. Deter-

rence suggests two possible paths for counterstrategy: deterrence by denial and

by punishment. Increasing the utility of extended nuclear deterrence even

further, beyond the Washington Declaration’s enhancements, the United

Sung-han Kim and Hyun Ji Rim
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States and South Korea can: 1) deny North Korea’s nuclear capabilities with

missile defense systems; 2) punish North Korea with the combined capability

of US nuclear forces and ROK advanced conventional weapons; and 3)

expand the bilateral consultation mechanism to other Indo-Pacific states.

Once the NCG is settled and institutionalized, Seoul and Washington can

consider expanding the consultative body to include other countries like Japan

and Australia. If necessary, the NCG as an umbrella organization may have

sub-groups of ROK-US, ROK-US-Japan, and ROK-US-Japan-Australia with a

view to allowing more flexible application in addressing possible differences in

threat perception or in nuclear joint execution. For now, the NCG in its

initial stage will need to concentrate on strengthening the extended nuclear

deterrent of the ROK-US alliance.

Constructing Extended Economic Deterrence

Economic coercion is a growing threat that targets security cooperation between

the United States and its allies, raising questions as to whether the United States

has the capability and the will to deter it. Recently there have been greater efforts

within the US Department of Defense (DOD) to expand the traditional concept

of deterrence and further integrate broader dimensions of non-military deterrence

strategy. The definition of deterrence can vary from “the power to dissuade as

opposed...to coerce or compel” to “the prevention of action by the existence of

a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction and/or belief that the cost of

action outweighs the perceived benefits.”27 Thus, deterrence does not have to

depend on military force alone.28

Amidst US-China strategic competition and rising tensions around cutting-

edge technologies, the United States—with its allies and partners—seeks to

integrate operations beyond traditional kinetic fires to non-kinetic fires in

information operations, cyber and space deterrence, economic sanctions, and

diplomatic demarche or other means of localized leverage.29 Such develop-

ments are based on acknowledgements that there are limits to the current

deterrence strategy in dealing with new challenges (now that the United

States has to deter not one but two nuclear adversaries), that the potential

role of Chinese economic coercive aggression is growing, and that China

aims to decouple the United States and its allies in the Indo-Pacific theater.

The United States is thus trying to add an economic dimension to its mili-

tary-based extended deterrence for its allies. However, US-provided extended

deterrence is likely to be incomplete unless it is tightly backed up by US-

led bilateral or multilateral economic responses in addition to military ones

when US allies are threatened.
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Particularly concerning is China’s increasing use of economic coercive

measures targeting US allies and partners as US-China strategic competition

intensifies. Beijing uses these measures when it perceives that its core interests

of sovereignty (Tibet, Xinjiang, Hong Kong), security (THAAD), territory

(Diaoyu/Senkaku), Taiwan, or dissident

issues have been violated. With this in mind,

the United States and South Korea should

expect a Chinese reaction to strengthening

security cooperation and increasing interoper-

ability in their combined defense to counter

North Korean threats.30 Beijing also carefully

crafts its coercion by selecting issues that are

politically sensitive for target states but do

not sabotage Beijing’s own economy; thus,

China has limited coercive actions that focus

on consumer goods, tourism and agriculture,

but has implemented export bans on rare earth minerals, pressure on foreign

business establishments, and boycotting.

Better Late than Never
An increasing number of Chinese coercive measures against other states’ econ-

omies have prompted many to implement countermeasures to minimize potential

damage in the future. If the US is on the same page with its allies on the gravity of

this issue, it needs to mobilize, lead and further institutionalize concerted efforts

to address the threat.

Japan faced a ban on imports of rare earth minerals from China in 2010 when

it detained a Chinese fishing boat captain after a collision with two Japanese

Coast Guard patrol boats in the East China Sea.31 Tokyo adopted a long-term

approach built on strategic management of those import sources. Australia was

also faced with Chinese economic coercion in 2020 when Beijing imposed

trade tariffs on an extensive list of imports from Australia, totaling 5.5 percent

of Australia’s total annual exports.32 China sought to punish Australia for

opening an investigation into the origin of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China. Aus-

tralia responded by taking further steps to decouple from China and filled the

Chinese void with imports from other Asian countries like Japan, South

Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia and India.33 Strengthening partnerships

with likeminded countries was critical to enabling Australia to counter and

survive such economic coercion. In this case, the United States did not take

any measures that would have made the response by its allies and partners

more effective.

China’s growing
economic coercion
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US can and will
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The European Union (EU), however, has more recently elicited a US response

when the US and EU created a legal response to counter China’s coercive

measures which was triggered by the worsening of Lithuania-China relations in

2021. China banned import of Lithuanian goods in response to Taiwan’s

opening of a de facto ambassy in Vilnius—and doing so under “Taiwan” not

“Taipei”—in November 2021.34 Proposing to launch a “Countering Economic

Coercion Task Force,” the US Senate in 2022 introduced an initial Economic Sta-

tecraft for the Twenty-First Century Act.35 In 2023, the Senate expanded this

effort by introducing the Countering Economic Coercion Act of 2023 to

“provide a process for an expedited determination regarding economic coercion.”36

The EU is currently working on fine-tuning its Anti-Coercion Instrument to

enhance its ability to respond to Chinese economic coercion efforts.

The Group of Seven (G7) Hiroshima summit in July 2023 subsequently

launched the Coordination Platform on Economic Coercion to address “attempts

to weaponize economic dependencies by forcing G7 members and our partners

including small economies to comply and conform,” and “to increase our collec-

tive assessment, preparedness, deterrence and response to economic coercion,

and further promote cooperation with partners beyond the G7.”37 NATO has

also positioned itself to be more resilient in light of Chinese actions, and officially

declared that China’s ambitions and economic coer-

cion pose a threat to its security in its July 2023

Vilnius Summit Communique.

Pillars of Extended Economic Deterrence
As economic coercion increasingly poses a greater

threat to US allies, the NATO and G7 are also inten-

sifying their efforts at counterpressure. To that end,

the United States and South Korea need to put a

strong extended economic deterrence mechanism in

place. Extended economic deterrence must focus on

punishing the coercer with an anti-coercion instru-

ment (ACI), building a coercion-denial coalition, and strengthening supply-

chain resilience.

First, not many countries have the economic power and the scale to systema-

tically punish economic coercion. In fact, the United States may realistically be

the only one with this policy option. In addition to the fact that it is the world’s

second largest trading country, the US dollar is the global reserve currency; 59

percent of foreign exchange reserves are in US dollars as of 2023 Q2.38 The

US dollar is central to the global economy, and for this reason, Washington’s

financial sanctions can be impactful.

Extended
economic
deterrence must
focus on punishing
the coercer with
three elements
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Seoul and Washington will need to work together to design an ACI that pro-

vides a structure through which to execute extended economic deterrence,

guided by hierarchical steps ranging from dialogue and engagement to possible

countermeasures like imposing tariffs or restrictions on trade in services, access

to foreign direct investment, or public procurement.39 When the deterrer

decides to use that card, its intentions to punish the coercer must be assertive.

If the United States threatens to punish but ends up bluffing, US credibility

will be damaged beyond repair, leading to deterrence failure toward China as

well as extended deterrence failure with South Korea and beyond. Thus, with

political and/or economic instruments, Washington must be able and willing

to impose significant costs that can overturn the adversary’s initial plan of

economic coercion. However, punishment entails more risk in that if the punish-

ments fail to stop the adversary’s current and future economic coercion, then it

will trigger credibility problems. In this sense, a vehicle for economic punishment

in the form of an ACI can be useful but is not sufficient; denial can often be more

effective.

Second, the United States should build an international coercion-denial

coalition. Strengthened extended economic deterrence in the ROK-US alliance

can be utilized as a prototype for a more expansive network in the Indo-Pacific

theater, along with deepening ROK-US-Japan trilateral cooperation. In

general, a strategy premised on deterrence by denial is easier to expand to host

multilateral economic efforts. Based on its own counter-coercion policy,

Washington can construct an international platform that draws other states’ par-

ticipation, including G7 members and beyond. This coercion-denial coalition

can channel collective support for decoupling from China when necessary and

provide the United States with a powerful tool for diplomatic messaging, while

promoting the norms of the international rules-based system that the United

States aims to uphold.40 One example is the May 2023 Supply Chain Agreement

at the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF), which enables

collective action against economic coercion.

Third, the United States should help its allies to build supply-chain resilience.

South Korea learned this lesson the hard way as early as 2011 after Seoul stopped

domestic production of Urea solution (Diesel Exhaust Fluid, DEF). Within ten

years, it was importing over 97.6 percent of its DEF from China; then Chinese

exports were banned in 2021 due to a domestic shortage.41 According to the

Korea Confederation of Trade Union’s poll in 2021, 32.4 construction workers

reported that the urea solution shortage forced a stop on their daily operations.42

From manufacturing and production sectors to agriculture, South Korea’s

economy was seriously disrupted by the Chinese export ban on that high-depen-

dence item—and that was even before China beginning leveraging such depen-

dencies more coercively. This illustrates how critical it is to secure supply chain
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resilience in order to be able to gain access to a resource from a different source at

a similar price in a prompt manner.

In this context, alliances can improve overall resilience by facilitating a network

of flexible supply redistribution that can “greatly complicate the adversary’s

decision-making” and even nullify the intended effect of such pressure cam-

paigns.43 It will be crucial for democracies to communicate with the private

sector to achieve maximum flexibility for supply chain resilience. But the

United States and its allies should make defending against economic coercion

an explicit objective of supply chain resilience initiatives like those that

emerged in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. The trilateral ROK-US-Japan

summit in August 2023 took a step in this direction by noting the development

of the Partnership for Resilient and Inclusive Supply-chain Enhancement

(RISE) to prepare for confronting and overcoming economic coercion.44

Launching Bilateral and Trilateral ESD
South Korea and other economic powerhouses are expanding their strategic net-

works, advancing strategic communications with their partners, exploring deeper

intelligence cooperation, and seeking collective action plans to minimize econ-

omic security threats from the outside. The United States has already initiated

talks on economic security within its own networks, including the EU-US

Trade and Technology Council (TTC) and the Quad. Based on each ally’s capa-

bilities, the ROK-US alliance needs to form its own strategy and cooperative

action plan. As the G7 Hiroshima Leaders’ Communique in May 2023 stated,

enhancing collaboration to ensure economic resilience and economic security

is a top priority on the agenda.45

The ROK and the United States already agreed to launch the Economic Secur-

ity Dialogue (ESD) in May 2022 at the first Yoon-Biden summit. The joint state-

ment reads, “President Yoon and President Biden recognize the importance of

deepening cooperation on economic and energy security, which are critical to safe-

guarding our prosperity, shared security, and collective interests.”46 Shoring up

economic security as a way to protect strategic industries is thus now at the

center of ROK-US alliance cooperation. In July 2023, the National Security Coun-

cils of both allies met in Washington for their first ever such meeting, and

since then have frequently discussed supply chain issues (critical minerals, semi-

conductors and batteries); key emerging technologies (e.g., AI, quantum comput-

ing and space technologies); information technology and communication (ITC,

advanced interstate telecommunication technologies, and Open Radio Access

Network [RAN] technology).

It seems premature to say whether the ESD is systematically equipped for and

can execute economic deterrence measures. It is highly likely that the decision to
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punish the economic coercer will be contingent on US-China relations as they

are perceived by theWhite House and NSC—or the US domestic economic situ-

ation—at any given time, rather than on the ESD itself. The fact that the NSC is

the host of the ROK-US ESD provides an opportunity to explore room for further

dialogue between Seoul and Washington when it becomes necessary for South

Korea to draw out US actions against the coercer.

In November 2022, at the ROK-US-Japan trilateral summit in Phnom Penh,

the three leaders agreed to launch a ROK-US-Japan ESD. This was a critical step

forward to further strengthening a coercion-denial coalition, the second function

of extended economic deterrence. The Phnom Penh Statement on US-Japan-

ROK Trilateral Partnership for the Indo-Pacific stated: “The Leaders emphasize

the importance of trilateral cooperation to strengthen the rules-based economic

order to enhance economic security and prosperity throughout the Indo-Pacific

and the world. Prime Minister Kishida, President Yoon and President Biden

are pleased to launch a dialogue among the three governments on economic

security.”47

The three parties reaffirmed the trilateral partnership against economic coer-

cion, focusing on advanced cooperation for ensuring secure and resilient supply

chains, promoting Data Free Flow, critical and emerging technologies, and criti-

cal minerals. In February 2023, a trilateral ESD to discuss the collective response

to weaponizations of economic mutual depen-

dency was held in Honolulu, continuing the

discussion on deepening ROK-US-Japan tri-

lateral economic security cooperation. By its

nature, extended economic deterrence is

stronger when it involves more supporters of

the network, since the increased volume

decreases the level of intended damage, ensur-

ing more flexibility and options for resilience

against economic coercion; and increases the

strength of countermeasures complicating the

calculations for the cost of coercive actions.

Thus, developing tighter coordination in

ROK-US-Japan trilateral settings that promotes converging interests and coop-

erative mechanisms will inevitably strengthen extended economic deterrence

in the long run.

The launching of the ESD is a hopeful sign for ROK-US extended economic

deterrence. However, this is a baby step toward a fully functioning comprehensive

strategic alliance, and much must be filled in vis a vis the economic dimensions of

the alliance to ensure the credibility of US economic extended deterrence in

South Korea’s time of need.

Extended
economic
deterrence is
stronger when it
involves more
supporters of the
network
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Forming a Comprehensive Strategic Alliance

Unless the United States and its allies build a robust extended economic deter-

rent and establish a theater-specific system to execute their operational plans and

policy coordination, the comprehensive strategic alliance will likely remain half-

functional in the Indo-Pacific region. Adapting to the changing security environ-

ment, South Korea and the United States should continue to strengthen

extended nuclear deterrence through the rapid operationalization of the NCG

and further develop extended economic deterrence through the rapid institutio-

nalization of the ESD. Combining the two, extended deterrence will be trans-

formed into “comprehensive extended deterrence.”

More recently, the US and South Korea have been moving toward forging a

global comprehensive strategic alliance to deal with challenges across various

dimensions of security, including harmful economic influences from a third

country. Despite calls for further cooperation and dedication to addressing new

threats like economic coercion, the focus of cooperation in the joint statement

was limited to the issue of supply chain resiliency, failing to nest economic coercion

inside a more strategic and systematic approach. Extended economic deterrence

and the further institutionalization of such cooperation

efforts is much needed, not only to deter a third party’s

potential pressure campaigns, but also to enhance

long-term strategic coordination between the allies.

Even as it has acknowledged the broadening spec-

trum of traditional and non-traditional threats, the

ROK-US comprehensive strategic alliance will need

to prioritize building a solid framework for compre-

hensive extended deterrence. Transforming the

framework into an operational plan will be crucial.

This can then attract other US Indo-Pacific allies

to join the comprehensive extended deterrence

system, which would contribute to strengthening

overall alliance sustainability and regional stability.

With deepening US-China strategic competition, comprehensive extended

deterrence is a new path for the ROK-US alliance. A truly comprehensive stra-

tegic alliance will only be achieved when extended nuclear deterrence and

extended economic deterrence are combined and operationalized in institutional

ways. Only then will the alliance become sustainable with a high degree of con-

fidence from both sides. This will in turn increase the feasibility of inviting other

allies to sign on to comprehensive extended deterrence and contribute to a

tighter network between allies and partners, thus further facilitating regional

and global peace and stability.

The ROK-US
alliance will need
to prioritize a
framework for
comprehensive
extended
deterrence
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